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Your Notes

“Quo eam, where should I go to?” …leads us back to the 

initial question in our foreword. 

So far, we have shown you examples of all the things

we have already realised and which proven and tested

products are already available to you. On top of this, there 

is still a lot to be discovered.

During all phases of the construction project, our team of 

product developers, planners and interior designers will

assist you with their advice and their plans. Be it altering 

an existing area, developing a product solution to meet a 

requirement which has not been known so far or the interior 

design of a new complex, we shall be happy to make our 

knowledge and experience available to you to the extent 

you require.
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Storage facilities for technical devices and equipment.

Geschwender

    Counselling and planning
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From “A” to “Z”…

…during the construction of this fitness complex, we were 

involved both in creative and functional planning besides 

being commissioned to supply large parts of the interior 

decoration. The benefit of conception and production being 

carried out by one company is revealed by the continuous 

appearance of the rooms, the harmonious combination of 

the materials, matching connection details and the fact that 

it was completed on schedule.

    Planning example
       Mapet, Herrenberg
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of what would be possible with 

only slight alterations to the existing 

facilities and at low cost…

Not in the slightest. Besides classic planning, we use all available technical 

aids upon request. Thus, we are able to present our customers our ideas 

as early as possible and in a lifelike way. For this purpose, animations of

existing rooms prove to be just as useful as the demonstration of virtual 

worlds. Within the scope of design contracts, we make these decision-

making aids available to our customer whenever this is technically feasible.

Vision impossible?


